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The bestselling author returns with a chilling, vicious and darkly funny new psychological thriller 
 

PRAISE FOR HELEN FITZGERALD 

Guardian, Telegraph, Herald Scotland, Literary Review and The Week Book of the Year (Worst Case Scenario) 

‘A scandalously rude comic masterpiece’ Telegraph  ‘Laced with pitch-dark acerbic humour’ Heat 

‘Shocking, gripping and laugh-out-loud hilarious from the first line to the last’ Erin Kelly 

‘I loved it!’ Louise Candlish   ‘The main character is one of the most extraordinary you’ll meet’ Ian Rankin 

‘Sheer verbal energy … its heroine resembles a female Frankie Boyle’ The Sunday Times 

‘Wonderful, energetic, hard-hitting and deeply funny novel’ Big Issue   ‘Sublime’ Guardian 

 

Helen FitzGerald is the bestselling author of adult and young adult thrillers, including The Donor (2011) and The 

Cry (2013), which was longlisted for the Theakstons Old Peculier Crime Novel of the Year, and adapted for a major 

BBC drama. Helen worked as a criminal justice social worker for over fifteen years and grew up in Australia, where 

her latest thrillers are set. She now lives in Glasgow with her husband. @FitzHelen #KeepHerSweet #SiblingRivalry 

Desperate to enjoy their empty nest, Penny and Andeep downsize to the 

countryside, to forage, upcycle and fall in love again, only to be joined by their 

two twenty-something daughters, Asha and Camille. 

 

Living on top of each other in a tiny house, with no way to make money, 

tensions simmer, and as Penny and Andeep focus increasingly on themselves, 

the girls become isolated, argumentative and violent. 

 

When Asha injures Camille, a family therapist is called in, but she shrugs off the 

escalating violence between the sisters as a classic case of sibling rivalry … and 

the stress of the family move. 

But this is not sibling rivalry. The sisters are in far too deep for that. This is a 

murder, just waiting to happen… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KEEP HER SWEET 
by Helen FitzGerald 

 

This is not just sibling rivalry. This is a murder waiting to happen… 
 

‘A new novel from Helen FitzGerald is always a major event’ Mark Billingham 
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